
1 Introduction
Room acoustic parameters are commonly used to describe

a room’s acoustical quality in a simplified and objective man-
ner, where the most common parameter is the reverberation
time [1]. Usually, a personal computer and professional au-
dio hardware, meeting certain requirements, are essential
for these measurements, as defined in ISO 3382 [2] and
ISO 18233 [3]. By comparing the measurement results ob-
tained by different teams for the same room, deviations larger
than the human perception have been found [4]. A good
measurement accounts for a range of uncertainty smaller
than this perception, to obtain parameters corresponding to
the listener’s impressions in a room. Furthermore, world-wide
round robins have been conducted in the past to investigate
these variations and their significance [5].

In order to provide unified results in all fields of measure-
ment, the ISO/BIPM developed the Guide to the Expression
of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [6]. Determining the
range of uncertainty according to GUM often requires com-
plex modeling of the error propagation or even Monte-Carlo
Simulations, if an analytical expression cannot be given [7] or
the influence factors, called input quantities, are not directly
measurable. Therefore, applicable practical modeling tech-
niques have been developed [8].

This paper presents a scalable linear uncertainty model
according to the GUM procedures for measurements of room
acoustic parameters. The main input quantities are deter-
mined by theoretical and experimental investigations of the
measurement signal chain and its inner components. Special
experiments are designed to be conducted in different types
of halls, to investigate the dependence of the individual un-
certainty contributions on the type and shape of the room.
The combined uncertainty of the room acoustic parameter is
calculated in a following step from the available data from
the experiments. The uncertainty budget will be given and
discussed in the context of measurement quality.

2 Theoretical background
In order to provide the necessary acoustic and mathemati-

cal background, the most important facts of the measurement
standard for room acoustics (ISO 3382), which is the central

document for room acoustic measurements, and the GUM,
are summarized below. Knowledge of signal theory and of
the correspondences between time and frequency domain
(e.g. Fourier-transformation) are presumed.

2.1 ISO 3382 – measurement standard
ISO 3382 defines measurable objective acoustic parame-

ters and their measurement procedures. These parameters
have been designed to be related to human perception. For
instance, the reverberation time T corresponds to the per-
ceived reverberance of a room and the clarity index C80
is related to subjective sensation of clarity. Further parame-
ters contain information on the spatial distribution of sound
incidence at a listener’s seat, e.g. Lateral Fraction. For demon-
stration purposes, this paper focuses on the clarity index, but
the model is meant to be used for other acoustic parameters
as well. To provide more detailed objective information at a
certain position in a room, the parameters are required to be
stated as a function of frequency by means of octave or
third-octave frequency band values. The typical range covers
octave bands from 63 Hz up to 8 kHz.

The object to be measured is the room, which can be
assumed as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, at least for
the short time frame of a measurement session. Therefore,
the impulse response completely describes the behavior of a
room from a certain source to a certain receiver position in a
system-theoretical manner. Acoustic parameters are defined
as mathematical equations involving the impulse response
h(t). Hence, the effort is reduced to measurement of the
impulse response only. The clarity index, which is representa-
tively chosen, is defined by
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with an integration time �e � 80 ms for music. This gives a re-
lation between early and late arriving sound energy.

Besides the electronic equipment, e.g. PC and amplifiers,
the essential components of the signal chain, as depicted in
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Fig. 1, are the loudspeaker and the microphone, which are in
direct interaction with the sound field of the room. For most
room acoustic measurements a loudspeaker and microphones
with omni-directional directivity patterns are required, as
shown in Fig. 2. A typical geometrical setup for an omni-
-directional sound source is the dodecahedron loudspeaker,
consisting of 12 equal loudspeaker chassis. The loud-
speaker in Fig. 1 has been developed and enhanced at the
Institute of Technical Acoustics at RWTH Aachen in recent
years. It consists, from top to bottom, of a small high-tone
dodecahedron, a mid-tone dodecahedron, and a bandpass
sub-woofer speaker.

In addition, the measurement standard summarizes
the investigated difference limen (jnd) for the defined room
acoustic parameters. For the reverberation time the jnd is on
the order of 5 % of the mean reverberation time for each
frequency band. For the clarity index it is assumed to be on
the order of 1 dB independent of frequency.

2.2 GUM basics
The GUM was published 1995. It enhances the well

known simple Gaussian error calculus by distinguishing be-
tween Type A and Type B uncertainty contributions instead of
the formerly known random and systematic errors. In more
detail, Type A covers results obtained by statistical analysis of a
series of measurements and Type B represents other analysis
methods, e.g. using data from calibration certificates. The
uncertainty of a measurement is defined as a parameter asso-
ciated with a measurement result, called the measurand. It
expresses a range of values which can reasonably be attributed
to the measurand with a certain level of confidence. Typically,

confidence levels of 68 % and 95 % are used, meaning that the
true value lies in the given interval with this probability.
Furthermore, the GUM describes a guideline scheme for de-
riving uncertainties, which consists of the following 7 parts.
1. Collecting information on the measurement and its input

quantities xi.
2. Modeling the particular measurement in terms of a model

function f.
3. Evaluation of the input quantities according to Type A or

Type B.
4. Combination of the results to obtain the value y and the

associated uncertainty u(y).
5. Calculating the expanded uncertainty U(y).
6. Statement of the complete measurement result y U� for a

chosen coverage factor k.
7. Assembling the measurement uncertainty budget.

Formally, the output quantity y, which is the result of a
measurement, can be expressed as a function of the input
quantities xi as in the following

y f x x xN� �( , , , )1 2 . (2)
If all input quantities xi are known, the corresponding un-

certainties u(xi) have to be determined. In the case of Type A,
which is used throughout this paper, the uncertainty can be
expressed as the standard deviation of the mean
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where qk stands for the individual measurement results. The
best value for the input quantity is defined as the arithmetic
mean. Under consideration of these uncertainty contribu-
tions the combined uncertainty for the output quantity can be
calculated as
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In most cases the correlation between the input quantities
represented by u x xi j( , ) can be neglected.

3 Application to room acoustics
As mentioned above, determining the uncertainty contri-

butions and the model function is the most difficult task
in modeling uncertainties. Hence, certain assumptions and
simplifications are made to apply the GUM procedures. As
can be seen, the central measured quantity in room acoustics
is the impulse response. Modeling the error propagation
from the input quantities to the impulse response and for-
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Fig. 1: Measurement chain in room acoustic measurements

Fig. 2: 3-way dodecahedron loudspeaker (left) and condenser mi-
crophones in an array (right)



ward to the derived parameters, involves finding a model
function f as in Equation (2). This is problematic, since the
only input quantity for calculating a room acoustic parameter
is the impulse response, which is not suitable in this context.
In addition, the input quantities to the impulse response can-
not always be directly measured.

As major uncertainty contributions can be found, it is
applicable to analyze the variations of the output quantity it-
self by varying these input quantities. Fig. 3 illustrates this
approach, where sources of errors are grouped into room,
equipment and evaluation errors. The linear dependence
graph in Fig. 4 shows that the corrected output value can be
formulated as

y y K K K� �   room equipment evaluation (5)

with the correction factors Ki. The model function f is there-
fore linearized. Correction factors are introduced to capture
the uncertainty contributions by means of a standard devia-
tion of the output quantity. These are meant to have a mean
value of Ki � 0 but an uncertainty u Ki( ) � 0, modeling the
different sources of error. As acoustic parameters are depend-
ent on variables, e.g., frequency or position, the correction
factors are generally assumed to be dependent on these vari-
ables until otherwise proven,

K K f room positioni i� ( , , ). (6)

In more detail, Fig. 5 shows the grouping of the main in-
put quantities influencing the accuracy of a room acoustic
measurement. Hence, the task changes to finding experi-
ments modeling the uncertainty of the input quantities in an
appropriate manner and analyzing the output quantity, in
terms of a correction factor, directly.

4 Measurement Results
Special experiments were designed to investigate, e.g.,

noise and meteorological influences, loudspeaker directivity
or variations in positioning the microphones and the loud-
speakers. Repeated overnight measurements were conducted,
the dodecahedron loudspeaker was rotated by a controlled
turntable, and the microphones were configured in an array
to scan the area of a seat. The corresponding uncertainties are
calculated from the standard deviations in each experiment
for each frequency band independently.
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Fig. 3: Capsuled sources of measurement errors

Fig. 4: Linear uncertainty dependence graph

Fig. 5: Groups of correction factors with details

Fig. 6: Source rotation with two different dodecahedron loudspeakers



Since the directional pattern of the dodecahedron loud-
speaker has been under investigation at the Institute for
Technical Acoustics for many years, measurement results ob-
tained from two different loudspeakers on a turntable are
presented to show the influence of directional pattern on the
acoustic parameters. If the emitted wavelength is smaller than
the geometry of the speaker, even the designed omni-di-
rectional source becomes more and more directional. Fig. 6
shows that the deviations in the calculated parameters in-
crease with frequency for both sources used. In Fig. 6 (left),
we use a commercially available dodecahedron loudspeaker
commonly used for room acoustic measurements, and, in
Fig. 6 (right), a special three-way dodecahedron loudspeaker
with a smaller diameter, developed by the Institute of Techni-
cal Acoustics in Aachen. The results for the latter equipment
show less variation, as the source is closer to omni-direc-
tionality. Due to its geometrical properties, the dodecahedron
loudspeaker always shows a periodicity of 120°, as can be seen
in the derived parameters.

The spatial distribution of the parameters within a seat, by
means of an area in the seat at the typical height of the listen-
ers’ ears of 120 cm high above the floor, is drawn in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 (left) shows the 250 Hz and Fig. 7 (right) the 500 Hz
octave band. As can be seen, the parameters are dependent
on the position and the fluctuations are in good agreement
with the mean wavelength in these frequency bands. There-
fore, the parameter varies faster over a position in the 500 Hz
band than in the lower band. Towards higher frequencies, the
variations decrease since the room’s behavior changes from
distinct room modes to overlapping modes. This transition
happens at the well known Schröder frequency. By considering
the measurement of a single seat position, the actual receiver
one chooses when measuring a room could lay in the range of
the scanned area. Therefore, it is applicable to adapt this fact
to the uncertainty budget for octave bands, separately.

Further experiments and results have been obtained that
are not discussed in detail here. The uncertainty budget un-
der the given simplifications and assumptions can be seen in
Fig. 8 for the major uncertainty contributions investigated.
The combined uncertainty shown here is valid for measur-
ing the room impulse response for one source and one seat

position at a single time and deriving the room acoustic
parameter. In this case, the uncertainty exceeds the difference
limen. In order to provide more precise results, several mea-
surements under variation of the source position and angle,
the receiver position, etc., have to be averaged.

5 Conclusion
This paper has proposed an approach for modeling

and determining uncertainty contributions in room acoustics,
according to the GUM procedures, involving in-situ measure-
ment results. Based upon the current measurement standard
ISO 3382, the common measurement chain has been un-
der uncertainty investigation. The main influence factors
and their relevance regarding measurement uncertainty have
been analyzed and determined. Experiments have been de-
signed and conducted in several rooms and halls to quantify
the uncertainty contributions and their dependence on dif-
ferent types of rooms. In a following step, the combined
uncertainty for the output quantity was calculated and pre-
sented for the clarity index, representatively. However, the
model, the procedures and the measured room impulse
responses serve for uncertainty calculation of the remaining
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Fig. 7: Spatial variations within a seat position for two different frequency bands

Fig. 8: Uncertainty budget for the clarity index



room acoustic parameters. The uncertainty budget for a sin-
gle measurement shows values on the order of jnd. Hence, a
single measurement for one source-receiver pair is not suffi-
cient. Instead, several measurement results have to be used to
give an average result.
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